VOTE YOUR OPINION

Got a minute? This one-minute survey will help us understand the challenges you face at home and in school.

- Got weeds in your garden?
- Got cockroaches or bed bugs?
- Do you care about how pests are being controlled?
- Do you teach sustainable organic IPM practices?
- Do you care about sustainably grown food?

HOW TO PARTICIPATE

STEP 1
- PICK UP TWO DOTS. Choose the color based on your occupation

STEP 2
- VOTE YOUR DOTS. Place your primary and secondary dots on the survey board

STEP 3
- PICK A CHOCOLATE!!

WHY IS IPM IMPORTANT?

Facing disease resistance, climate change, and pesticide overuse, a sustainable Integrated Pest Management (IPM) program is crucial to safeguard the environment and human health.

WHICH COLOR DOTS BEST DESCRIBE YOUR OCCUPATION?

1. GREEN
- Professor
- Teacher
- Educator
- Graduate student
- Teaching assistant

2. ORANGE
- Gardener
- Producer
- Pest professional
- Other student
- Other